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Abstract
This paper reported the practical educational training examples of both the project-oriented experiments and the project experiences in
bridge engineering. The projects were the design and the construction of the pedestrian bridge in the park, under the cooperative education
among the local government, the industries and NIT Tokuyama. The training consists of two phases. In the first phase, the students designed
and manufactured the precise paper bridge model based on their bridge design imaging the actual bridge construction. Then they visited both
the bridge work company and the construction site to have the practical experiences of constructing the bridge. These visits improved their
knowledge of the bridge construction. The second phase of the project contains the construction experiences. The bridges were the arch bridge
and the plate girder bridge with 5m length and 1.5m width. These projects aimed the construction of the steel pedestrian bridge in the park
practically under the same process as the usual practical bridge construction. The bridges were small steel bridge but were the symbol of the
cooperative education.
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Introduction
For the students who aim to be an engineer, it is quite
important for them to have several practical exercises and
trainings. In education, Engineering Design has been known as
one of the important subjects in the engineering education [1].
In education, especially construction engineering education,
it is difficult to construct the real structure in the school.
Therefore, the virtual projects have been adopted and designed.
To overcome this problem, the cooperative education between
schools and industries is effective and important to construct
the real structure. Advanced course in National Institute of
Technology, Tokuyama College (NIT Tokuyama) have been
challenging such educational system. In this paper, it is reported
how the practical examples of the project-oriented experiments
and the project experiences in bridge engineering are done. The
projects were the design and the construction of the pedestrian
bridge in the park. The project contains the two phases.

In the first phase of these projects, students constructed the
small-scale bridge model on the desk. They design the road bridge
and made a precise paper bridge one fifties scale model based on
their bridge design according to the actual bridge construction
procedure. This project improved their knowledge of the bridge
construction. Then, they visited both the bridge work company
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and the constructional site to have the practical experiences
of constructing the bridge. They found the several problems at
both sites. Finally, they represented the technological improving
proposals based on their own experiences at the design, the
manufacturing and the constructional sites. They experienced
the standard proposal for the public procurement procedure

The second phase of the project was the project experiences.
Based on the first phase study, they constructed the real steel
bridge. Project supporters are the local government, the bridge
work company and the related companies. Corresponding to the
request from the local government, the two groups of students
presented several proposals. Two proposals were reviewed and
selected at the competition by the local government and the
bridge work company. Then, concerning the adopted proposal,
they designed the bridge and managed the construction projects
considering the LCC and the utilities after construction in the
park. The bridges were the arch bridge and the plate girder
bridge with 5m length and 1.5m width. One is made from
the weathering steel and the other is made from the normal
steel with painting. These bridges were constructed under
the planning schedule of construction. After completing the
construction, they have been continuously used for measuring
the effect of weathering continuously.
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The Outline of Project
NIT Tokuyama was established in 1974 and has both the
associate bachelor course of age 15-20 and the advanced
course of age 21-22. Their objectives are to cultivate the
bachelor course students who could create the practical
engineering scheme to solve a new technological problem.
Figure 1 shows the educational system at NIT Tokuyama. To
realize the objectives, Advanced Course in Environmental and
Construction Engineering has opened two subjects, that are
the project-oriented experiments and the project experience
in civil engineering. The unique projects are performed under

the cooperation with the construction company and the local
government. The aim of these projects is that the practical
education is attempted throughout not the virtual but the
real bridge construction. The advanced course students were
educated on the associate bachelor course after training of
fundamental and technical educations as well as engineering
educations. After completion of the associate bachelor course,
they experienced the internship program. They are assigned to
a company, a university or a local government to exercise their
engineering abilities and social communications. After training
the internship program, we provide them two practical projects
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Education system of NIT Tokuyama.

The project-oriented experiments

Figure 2: The project-oriented experiments (First phase).
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First phase of the project is the project-oriented
experiments. This project improved their knowledge concerning
the bridge construction. Then students presented the technical
improvement to the construction project. Figure 2 shows the
project of the first phase. Firstly, to obtain the knowledge of the
bridge construction, students designed the plate girder bridges
with each design conditions under the specification of Japan
Road Association [2] and they practiced the design and CAD
drawings. Then, they made the paper bridge designed by them
considering an individual design condition. The paper bridge is
1/50 scale [3]. During the model making process, they study the
bridge structure in detail and the importance of bridge elements.
Figure 3 shows the picture of the completion of a paper bridge.

the welding work of steel plates to know how the construction
elements were produced (Figure 4). Then student visited the
construction site and looked around (Figure 5). The construction
site was the urban district and the bridge construction needs the
traffic control even if a heavy traffic condition. Also, the noise
and light protections were required as the construction was
done during the night time in an urban district.

Figure 5: Visit the construction site.

Figure 3: Paper bridge.

Students found the several problems at both construction
and the bridge work factory sites throughout the practical
experiences. Finally, they represented the technological
improving proposals based on their own experiences in
designing and the own knowledge at the manufacturing and
the constructional sites. In Japan, the scoring auctions have
been done on the public procurement since 2010. On the public
procurement the technological improvement proposal has been
required. Following technological improving proposals were
presented in this project. The proposals were reviewed by the
construction engineer of the bridge work company.
A.

Constructional safety

C.

New noise control method

B.

D.

Figure 4: Bridge work company.

After designing and constructing the bridge on the desk, they
visited both the bridge work company and the constructional
site to have the practical experiences of the bridge construction.
At the bridge work company, they studied the workflow of the
bridge construction and the assembly technology and the quality
control practically and precisely. Also, they studied a series of
manufacturing of the bridge elements and they experienced
0011

Environmental attention

Alternative bridge painting etc.

Their proposals were unique. The evaluations by the
professional engineers in the company were high scored.

The project experiences

The second phase of the project is the project experiences.
The aim of the second project was the construction of the steel
pedestrian bridge practically. Figure 6 shows the flow of the
second phase. Firstly, the framework of this project was the
local government, the bridge work company and NIT Tokuyama.
Corresponding to the request from the local government,
students designed and constructed the bridge in the park. The
bridge work company advised and supervised this project. The
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flow is as follows. Two proposals were presented from the local
government. One was the pedestrian bridge crossing the small

river on the way to the elementary school (Figure 7) and the
other was the pedestrian bridge in the park (Figure 8).

Figure 6: The project experiences in civil engineering (Second phase).

Figure 7: The pedestrian bridge on the way to the school.
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The other one proposed the arch bridge whose concept was
the rainbow and the leaf as well as the harmonization and the
identity (Figure 10). Two proposed plans were presented to the
local government and bridge work company. Several inspections,
concerning the design concept, the feasibility, the validity
of the structural design and the economy, were performed.
From two proposals, these plans were voted by the client (the
local government) and the technical advisor (the bridge work
company). From the several discussions among them, the arch
was adopted as the fundamental design (Figure 11).

Figure 8: The pedestrian bridge in the park.

From the discussion among three parties, the pedestrian
bridge at the park was selected because of easy construction
without any traffic and water controls. In case of the first
proposal (Figure 7), the construction site was two narrow and
it is laborious to obtain the permission of using the river on the
construction. Therefore, we decided that the pedestrian bridge
in the park was suitable to educational usage. From the local
government, the specification of the bridge was proposed. Also,
the technical proposals were prosecuted as the same way as
ordinal public procurement. The themes were the environmental
matching and the reduction of the life cycle cost (LCC) of the
bridge.

Figure 10: Arch bridge.

Figure 11: Proposal and competition.

Figure 9: Plate girder bridge.

After inspection of the construction site and technical
surveying, students were divided into two groups of four
members. Considering the research and discussion based
on the proposals from the local government, they presented
several proposals for the bridge. After the observation of the
construction site and planning they decided two ideas. Then each
group designed and accounted the constructional costs for each
bridge. Figures 9&10 are the proposals from two groups. One
group proposed the plate girder whose concept was the economy
and the harmonization with the construction site (Figure 9).
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Figure 12: Arch bridge.
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finite element method. The numerical model was shown in
Figure 13. The manufacturing and the assembling of the bridge
were done by the bridge work company. The manufacturing
drawings were made based on the final fundamental design and
presented in Figure 14. Then, the bridge was assembled based
on the manufacturing drawings (Figure 14). The bridge was
inspected its length and width as well as the welding condition
following the usual bridge inspection (Figure 15).

Construction stage

Figure 13: Arch Bridge(Numerical model)

Finally, the arch bridge was constructed and was utilized at
the park. The new semester comes, and new students came. They
joined the project. At the construction stage, the students divided
into three groups as shown in Figure 16. The construction group,
the maintenance group and the utilization group were organized.
Three groups have the following missions.

Figure 14: Manufacturing drawing of the arch bridge.

Figure 16: Construction project.

Figure 15: Assembly of the arch bridge.

Figure 17: Sounding of the foundation.

Following the decided design concept, reanalysis was
performed after combining two group students to one group.
Then, the smart final design was presented in Figure 12. Also,
the structural analysis was done using the three-dimensional
0014

Construction group mission: This group has main
mission to construct the bridge. Firstly, they must obtain the
construction information. This contains the detailed surveying
and the sounding of the foundation cooperated with the soil
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inspection company. The soil inspection company worked as
the foundation surveying. The company accepts the internship
program of our students. This sounding was done by one of
the internship students (Figure 17). From the surveying, the
required bearing capacity of the foundation was confirmed.
Secondly, they designed the bridge foundation considering
the sounding results. Thirdly, they also make a construction
planning. The construction planning was done considering
the detailed surveying results and the constructional machine
capacities. Finally, they managed all the construction work based
on the construction planning.

Maintenance group mission: The arch bridge was the
steel bridge. Therefore, students must consider the prevention
against rust. They considered the total cost of preventing against
rust. They assumed the 30years life cycle cost. Table 1 shows the
comparative matrix of several painting. Comparative points were
the initial cost, the scenery, the maintenance and the workability.
The numbers of each bracket represent the score of one to five.
Five is highest score. Several research concerning the painting
and the coating, they concluded that the combination of the zing
coating and the painting was preferable and has the evaluation
score 17.
Table 1: Comparison of painting.
Cost

Scenery

Maintenance

Workability

Comment

△ (2)

Water
non-resist
Alkali
non-resist

Paint
A-5

¥72512
(5)

◎
(5)

Rapid
Cheap
(2)

Paint
C-1

¥120942
(4)

◎
(5)

△
(3)

Zink
Coating

¥77550
(5)

△
(1)

Slow
Expensive
(3)

¥160020
(3)

◎
(5)

Slow
Cheap
(5)

○
(4)

Zink
Coating &
Painting

Normal
Cheap
(4)

◎
(5)

Evaluation

B
(15)

Expensive
Initial
cost

A
(17)

B
(15)

Utility group mission: The arch bridge was the pedestrian
bridge constructed in the park. Therefore, the bridge must be
used combined with the events of the park. Students researched
several events and discussed with the administrator of the
park. Then, they proposed several LED decoration ideas to the
office. To realize their idea, LED controlled system is designed
with the collaboration with another advanced course in NIT
Tokuyama. Also, as the bridge was constructed in the mountain,
the pedestrian deck must have the border line between inside
and outside bridges. Also, considering the environmental effects,
students proposed the solar panel driven lighting. From the
0015

Figure 18: Pedestrian arch bridge.

Another project
Under the same framework, another bridge was constructed
after completion of arch bridge. Figure 19 & 20 show the
drawing and the photo of the plate girder bridge constructed by
another projects, respectively. The weathering steel was used for
constructing the plate girder bridge.

C
(14)

Expensive
LCC
Bad
Scenery

construction flow, because of avoiding the high season of the
park, the bridge was constructed in October. Figure 18 shows
the completion of the arch bridge [4].

Figure 19: Manufacturing drawing of the plate girder bridge.

Figure 20: Completion of the plate girder bridge.
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Problem and Solutions of the Educational Projects

Conclusion

These projects were done under the collaboration among
the local government, the companies and NIT Tokuyama. The
problems and the solutions obtained these projects are as
follows.

This paper reported the results of the projects, those are
the practical example of both the project-oriented experiments
and the project experiences in civil engineering. The project
was the construction of the pedestrian bridges in the park,
under the cooperative education among the local government,
the supporting companies and NIT Tokuyama. The first phase
of the project provided the knowledge of the bridge design to
the students. The second phase of the project was the project
experiences. The aim of the second project was the construction
of the steel pedestrian bridge in the park practically. The bridges
were small steel arch bridge and the plate girder bridge but
were improved the knowledge of the student concerning the
bridge construction under cooperative education with the local
government and the companies. This project will be the symbol
of the cooperative education.

To fit the problem adopted in the project is important

The local government has many problems from small to large.
To exchange the information frequently, we can find appropriate
problems adopting as the educational subjects.

The financial support is quite important to progress
the project

To apply the financial support is also the big project. Students
apply the competition to obtain the financial support to the local
bank project. Then they obtained the financial support from the
bank. It will be also important to find the financial support to
proceed these projects.

To qualify and to ensure the products, the usual
quality control is required under the supervision of
the construction company.

The collaboration with the industries is absolutely necessary.
To construct the same quality products as other existing
construction, the product quality must be controlled. Throughout
the project, students learn about both technical subjects and the
posture from the engineers. It is quite important.
This work is licensed under Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 License
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